phase6 hallo-App
German for adults
The language learning app for migrants
without German language knowledge

LANGUAGE IS THE BASIS FOR SUCCESSFUL INTEGRATION INTO SOCIETY
The phase6 hallo-App German for adults is an initiative
from VISION EDUCATION, whose educational projects
encourage and support learners. This project is a German
language learning app designed specifically for the needs
of migrants without German language knowledge. Thanks to
the generous support of our sponsors, this app is available
as a free download.

LIVING IN GERMANY WITHOUT
GERMAN LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE?
Migrants and refugees without German language knowledge
are facing enormous challenges. The phase6 hallo-App
German for adults teaches the basic vocabulary necessary
for German as a second language by specifically training
words that are relevant for everyday living. Audio-visual
exercises provide a quick and easy access to the vocabulary,
regardless of the learner‘s mother tongue and knowledge of
the Latin alphabet.

phase6 hallo for adults
Learning German systematically
and successfully.

Perceiving, understanding, speaking
Pictures and a translation feature convey the
meaning whilst audio features encourage
learners to practice their pronunciation.

Listening comprehension & images
Audio-visual exercises
train listening comprehension
and enable language
learning, regardless of a
lack of knowledge of
the Latin alphabet.

4
Multiple choice
A limited set of options helps the
learner find the correct answer.

Playful learning
Pairing words and pictures strengthens
vocabulary retention, e.g. with Pairs, the
popular memory game.

Learn to write
Pictures and gap texts provide the learners
with clues for which word should be written.
Learners can compare their own answer
with the correct one.

Praise and reward
phase6 hallo is fun and
motivates the learner
through feedback, praise
and rewards.

Dictionary
The dictionary enables access to
all the words included in the app.

PROMOTING INTEGRATION,
FOR A BETTER SOCIETY
Mastering the German language is the prerequisite for
successful integration. The quicker and more efficient the
learners start acquiring the language, the better we can live
together in our society. Automatic, progress-dependent
repetitions ensure sustainable vocabulary retention and
increase the level of understanding through exercises that
build upon one another and gradually become more complex. Thus, phase6 hallo opens up new opportunities for
conversations, for friendships, and towards social interaction, because learning a language is the key to education
and integration.
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SIMPLY SCAN,
DOWNLOAD AND
BEGIN LEARNING!
Die Vokabel-App

Deutsch für Erwachsene

www.phase-6.de/qr/hda

The phase6 hallo-Apps German are developed in cooperation
with phase6. The apps are based on textbooks from publishing
partners Mildenberger, a leading elementary school publisher,
and Hueber, the world market leader for German as a foreign
language. Thanks to the generous support of our sponsors,
the apps are available as free downloads to all refugees and
migrants. The apps encourage language education in a fast
and efficient manner.

The phase6 hallo-Apps are available for smartphones and
tablets (Android/iOS/Amazon Fire from Kindle Fire 2012).
They can run without an internet connection after being downloaded and installed.
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